Since soon after the initial discoveries and publications of the Dead Sea Scrolls, scholars have compared the yaḥ ad of the scrolls with the ḥ abûrâ of early rabbinic literature and sought to establish a historical relationship and developmental progression between the two types of communal organization. Th e present article reviews select but representative examples from such scholarship, seeking to reveal their underlying presumptions and broader implications, while questioning whether the available evidence allows for the sorts of sociological comparisons and historical reconstructions that they adduce.
Introduction
In the fi rst scholarly announcement of the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, William F. Albright, having seen only four scrolls, presciently wrote early in 1948:
1 Th is article began as a paper at the Society of Biblical Literature, 2007 Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA, November 18, 2007 . I wish to acknowledge the generous and sage assistance of the following colleagues in preparing this article for publication: John Collins, Yair Furstenberg, Yonder Gillihan, and Charlotte Hempel. It is easy to surmise that the new discovery will revolutionize intertestamental studies, and that it will soon antiquate all present handbooks on the background of the New Testament and on the textual criticism and interpretation of the Old Testament.
2 Th e absence of any mention of early rabbinic literature as a fi eld that might be aff ected by the new-found scrolls was not a mere oversight. In Albright's words, the principal area that Dead Sea Scroll scholarship would revolutionize is "intertestamental studies," refl ecting the Christian theological perspective of most, but certainly not all, early students of the scrolls: the hope that this discovery would supply the missing link between the two "testaments."
Th e fact that many introductory surveys of the Dead Sea Scrolls, from soon after their fi rst publication until the present, begin with a chapter on their relevance to the Hebrew Bible (rather, Old Testament) and end with one on their relevance to the New Testament or to "Christian origins," refl ects, in many instances, not just a chronological progression, but a teleological one.
3 Similarly, were we to survey the bibliography of scholarship on the Dead Sea Scrolls overall, we would fi nd that relative to the enormous industry of relating the scrolls to the New Testament and early Christianity, studies relating the scrolls to early rabbinic literature, or vice versa, are few and far between, although signifi cantly greater in number and proportion in more recent years. So far as I am aware, in the fi rst sixty years of Dead Sea Scrolls scholarship, there has been only one conference fully devoted to the intersections between the scrolls and early rabbinic literature (and that only in 2003, under the auspices of the Orion Center for the Study of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Associated Literature of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem), and only one volume devoted to the subject (that being the conference proceedings of the same). 4 To be sure, there are, as I will soon indicate, legitimate reasons to problematize the relation between the Dead Sea Scrolls and rabbinic literature, as between their respective forms of "Judaism," but so too are there with respect to the relation of the Dead Sea Scrolls to the other fi elds mentioned by Albright. But I doubt these were the reasons for Albright's omission, since early rabbinic literature was most likely not even within his fi eld of vision when it came to the Dead Sea Scrolls.
A correlate of the relative avoidance of attention to the possible intersections of the Dead Sea Scrolls with early rabbinic literature, and in many ways a more serious lapse, has been the relative inattention to and disinterest in the central legal contents of the Dead Sea Scrolls, and their centrality to the community's self-understanding and its place within the broader history of ancient Judaism, especially when contrasted to the attention lavished on their exegetical, messianic, and theological aspects (all, of course, important). Th is can be seen in the much greater amount of scholarship (until fairly recently) devoted to the introductory Admonition of the Damascus Document than to its more sizable (we now know from the 4QD fragments) legal core.
5
Lest I be suspected of saying anything new in this regard, let me quote Joseph Baumgarten from over fi fty years ago (1958) . In introducing his critical review of Chaim Rabin's Qumran Studies (1957) , to which I shall return, he states:
Current research on the Dead Sea Scrolls has devoted relatively little attention to the religious practices and laws found in the Qumran literature. While much has been written on the theology, biblical interpretations, and historical allusions in the scrolls, we have had only few Literature, 7-9 January, 2003 (STDJ 62; Leiden: Brill, 2006 In what follows I wish to consider one oft-studied point of possible intersection between the two literatures, that being between the Qumran yaḥ ad, and the early rabbinic (some would say Pharisaic) ḥ ăbûrâ (plural: ḥ ăbûrôt, whose members are ḥ ābēr/ḥ ăbērîm), a possible intersection fi rst suggested almost sixty years ago, very shortly after the fi rst publications of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Both groups apply strictures of ritual purity to lay persons outside the sacred realm of the temple, and both are thereby restrictive in their admission of members. However, as we shall see, scholars give very diff erent weight to the balance of similarities and diff erences between the two societies and to the historical implications of this comparison. Space permits only a sampling of scholars who have addressed this question.
Saul Lieberman
Saul Lieberman, undoubtedly one of the greatest scholars of early rabbinic literature of his generation, already in 1951 and 1952 devoted two articles to the relevance of rabbinic sources to the Dead Sea Scrolls and vice versa. In the fi rst, Lieberman identifi es rabbinic references to heterodoxical practices of ‫אחרת‬ ‫דרך‬ ("a diff erent way") with sectarian practices known from the Dead Sea Scrolls, associating without identifying the scrolls' community with the Essenes.
14 In the second, he compares the practices of the "Pharisaic ḥ ăbûrâ" of rabbinic literature with the yaḥ ad of the scrolls.
15 It is with the latter article that I wish to begin our tour. Prior to Lieberman's article, that is, prior to the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, scholars did not associate the ḥ ăbûrâ of rabbinic literature with Second Temple times or groups. 16 See for example, Adolf Büchler, Der galiläische ʿAm ha-ʿAreṣ des zweiten Jahrhunderts: Beiträge zur innern Geschichte des palaästinischen Judentums in den ersten zwei Jahrhunderten (Vienna: A. Hölder, 1906) . How the association of the ḥ ăbûrâ with second temple times became so widespread, despite an absence of evidence, may have been due to the infl uence of scholars such as Lieberman and Jacob Neusner (on whom, see below). It may, however, rest on a widespread presumption In order to justify his comparative exercise, Lieberman emphasizes that although great eff ort had already by then gone into noting similarities between the rules of the "Manual of Discipline" and those of the Essenes of the Classical sources, the latter, having been recorded in Greek, might be less apt for comparison than the rules governing the ḥ ăbûrâ, which like the sectarian scrolls were recorded in Hebrew. Lieberman is careful to stress that he is not seeking identity between the two, but the "light" that each might shed on the other, and that the light so shed reveals similarities as much as diff erences between to the two societies.
In particular, like subsequent scholars, Lieberman is especially drawn to the similar ways in which the yaḥ ad and the ḥ ăbûrâ admit and initiate members by a staged process of entry until able to fully participate in shared, ritually pure meals, in both cases by a process of investigation into behavior and instruction in norms, although the staged process is less clear with respect to the ḥ ăbûrâ than it is for the yaḥ ad.
17 Similarly, although Lieberman wants to argue that in both societies new members join by undertaking an oath before the members, he must concede that the utterance of an oath is less clearly indicated in rabbinic sources. Lieberman is particularly taken with the use of identical or proximate terminology for the admission process of both societies: "Th e similarities between the regulations of the Pharisaic havurah and those of DSD [=Manual of Discipline/Community Rule] are striking. Th ey both use the same terms."
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For example, of both groups, the term ‫רבים‬ is used for the members, and ‫טהורה/ות‬ is used to refer to the ritually pure articles and food that the members alone can touch or consume. In both cases, members may be expelled for lapsed behavior, although there are diff erences between the two groups as to how severely and permanently this is applied. Other signifi cant diff erences-such as the centrality of proper tithing in the rules that Mishnaic rules dealing with the temple, priesthood, and, by extension, ritual purity, must derive from a time in which those institutions were fully operative.
17 Th e main sources for initiation into the Qumran yaḥ ad are 1QS In characterizing and comparing the practices of the yaḥ ad and the ḥ ăbûrâ, Lieberman repeatedly brands the former as "extreme," and by implication the latter as "moderate."
20 Occasionally, however, the ḥ ăbûrâ appears to be too stringent for Lieberman's comfort:
According to the view of R. Meir, a member of the ḥ aburah who relapsed into his former practices is never admitted again to the ḥ aburah. Th is opinion is entirely foreign to rabbinic Judaism, which never disregards genuine repentance, but we probably have here an echo of the ancient regulations of the ḥ aburah, which were very strict.
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Th us, in this case the apparent strictness of the ḥ ăbûrâ, at least in relation to rabbinic Judaism, is residual from some (unspecifi ed) "ancient," presumably pre-rabbinic, time.
Similarly, Lieberman wishes to contrast the two societies with respect to their attitudes toward "outsiders":
At fi rst sight the strongest contrast between the regulations of the ‫יחד‬ and those of the ḥ aburah appears in their relations to outsiders. Th e spirit of the former is hatred of all the uninitiated, who according to them are most wicked. Th e ḥ aburah does not seem to have gone to such extremes. 22 However, Lieberman notes that in some, especially later, rabbinic sources can be found sharp condemnations of the ‫הארץ‬ ‫,עם‬ "the man of the land" We may perhaps assume that we have here again an echo of the attitude of the ancient ḥ aburah towards outsiders, an attitude of extreme hatred towards the uninitiated. Th e rabbis repeated here ancient traditions, remnants of utterances by some sectarian extremists, which were entirely foreign to rabbinic Judaism.
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Th us, Lieberman harmonizes the seemingly "extreme" aspects of the ḥ ăbûrâ with the generally attractive picture of the ḥ ăbûrâ that he wishes to paint by assigning the former to an "ancient" residue, it not being clear what he means by "ancient," but presumably referring to pre-rabbinic (Second Temple) times.
In the end, Lieberman, while stressing the similarities between the yaḥ ad and the ḥ ăbûrâ, wishes to strike a balance between similarity and diff erence. He cautions nevertheless that the diff erences need not be fatal to an association between the two:
It is likewise true that there are many divergences between the regulations of the ‫חבורה‬ and those of the ‫.יחד‬ But such diff erences exist also between the Essenes and our sectarians. Moreover similar diff erences are found among the rabbis themselves.
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Yet he holds back from claiming any direct connection between the yaḥ ad of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the ḥ ăbûrâ of rabbinic sources, emphasizing similarities but not identity in his preference for the more moderate and altruistic qualities of the ḥ ăbûrâ, as he sees it. He extends his cautionary approach to the question of the identifi cation of the Dead Sea Scroll sect with the Essenes, resisting the temptation to identify the Dead Sea Scroll sectarians with any known group:
Hence we must be very cautious in drawing conclusions from similarities and diff erences between the regulations of the sects. Th e various sects with which Palestine of the fi rst century swarmed might have had much in common although they diff ered from one another in basic and cardinal principles.
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Lieberman concludes:
Jewish Palestine of the fi rst century swarmed with diff erent sects. Every sect probably had its divisions and subdivisions. Even the Pharisees themselves were reported to have been divided into seven categories. It is therefore precarious to ascribe our documents defi nitely to any of the known three major Jewish sects.
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But then he adds in a fi nal footnote: "Although, we must admit, their affi nity to the regulations of the Essenes can by no means be disregarded." 27 Such reserved positivism is still a worthwhile prescription in relating textual corpora to one another fi fty-fi ve years, and hundreds of scrolls, later.
André Dupont-Sommer
Th e possibility of identifying the Dead Sea Scroll sectarians with the Pharisees was already tentatively endorsed by Roland de Vaux in 1950, as had long previously been suggested by Louis Ginzberg for the laws of the Damascus Document.
28 Th is identifi cation was soon rejected by most Dead Sea Scrolls scholars, not simply because it lacked merit, but also because it prevented scholars from using the scrolls to elucidate (and anticipate) the New Testament. Here is what André Dupont-Sommer had to say, in 1953, on the matter: It is extremely unlikely that any Pharisaic brotherhood existed in this desert during those years. Father de Vaux had earlier expressed the view that the sect of the Dead Sea manuscripts should be identifi ed with some Pharisaic group. Such a hypothesis ran the risk of gravely misleading research. It is gratifying to see that he now inclines to the 25 Lieberman, "Discipline," 205. 26 Lieberman, "Discipline," 206. 27 Lieberman, "Discipline," 206 n. 77. 28 See Roland de Vaux, "A propos des manuscrits de la Mer Morte," RB (1950): 428-9: "Cette hypothèse inclut que le Document Sadocide émane d'un groupe des Pharisiens, si durement persécutés par Jannée, mais cette origine, d'abord contestée, est de plus on plus acceptée." For Ginzberg, see above, n. 6. Essene theory.
29 [. . .] My idea was that instead of looking for the Jewish substratum of Christian doctrines in Pharisaic and Talmudic quarters, as had hitherto been done, henceforth the same research must be conducted from the direction of Essenism as revealed by the new documents. 30 [. . .] Th e rôle and the greatness of Pharisaic Judaism are not here questioned; but it was a mistake to see in Pharisaism approximately the Jewish "milieu" in which the Christian faith was directly forged. 31 Most striking in this formulation is the way the two alternatives are set opposite one another diametrically: the "substratum" (Hintergrund, from Karl Georg Kuhn) of Christianity is to be sought either in the Essenes/the scrolls, or in Pharisaism, and that the whole enterprise is driven by the desire to uncover the origins of Christianity and not to better understand the Dead Sea Scrolls and their sectarian community in their own rights, or to compare them to contemporary Jewish groups such as the Pharisees. Th erefore, investigation of possible intersections between the scrolls and the "Pharisaic brotherhood" (by which I take him to mean, a Pharisaic ḥ ăbûrâ) should be abandoned as "gravely misleading research."
Chaim Rabin
Th e one Jewish scholar of this period who pursued Ginzberg's lead in connecting the scrolls to the Pharisees was, as previously mentioned, Chaim Rabin, a scholar of Hebrew language at the Hebrew University, in his Qumran Studies of 1957. 32 Rabin's reconstruction is remarkable, if not convincing, for several reasons: fi rst, he diff erentiates rather sharply between the Essenes and the Qumran community on the one hand, and between the Pharisees and the tannaitic Rabbis on the other. He does so by emphasizing inconsistencies between the description of the Essenes in the Greek sources and the rules governing the Qumran community in the scrolls on the one hand, and between rabbinic halakah and the rules of the ḥ ăbûrâ (presumed to be pre-rabbinic and Pharisaic) on the other. Second, these diff erentiations allow him to identify the Qumran community (yaḥ ad ) with the Pharisees (ḥ ăbûrâ), based largely on his comparison of the rules for the novitiate of each. In this he goes far beyond Lieberman by attributing such similarities to "a common organizational origin."
33 Th ird, he hopes thereby to employ the scrolls as a source of information with which to better understand the pre-rabbinic Pharisees, just as Christian scholars have employed them, as "Hintergrund," to understand nascent Christianity, in both cases hoping thereby to get behind later depictions of earlier movements.
According to Rabin, the Qumran yaḥ ad represents the continuation of the Pharisaic ḥ ăbûrâ, in the late fi rst century C.E., at a time in which the Pharisees and the Rabbis were splitting apart over the latter's lenient accommodations of halakic, especially purity, practices to a broader, non-Pharisaic public that it sought to attract (the "Rabbinic revolution"). 34 Th us, according to Rabin, both the Qumran sect and the early Rabbis claimed to be the true heirs of the Pharisaic tradition. Th e Qumranites were closer to the truth, with their close-knit pietistic community in which members trusted one another with respect to purity rules and tithing. However, it was rabbinic Judaism, by accommodating to a broader audience, that succeeded as the ḥ ăbûrâ "withered away." Th us, for Rabin, the primary historical value of the scrolls is in the light they shed on the formative split between Pharisaic (that is, ḥ ăbûrâ) and rabbinic Judaism.
However few its merits, Rabin's approach to the scrolls is remarkable for its converse similarity to the approach of many Christian scholars to the scrolls in the same period. As previously mentioned, Joseph Baumgarten in his 1958 review of Rabin's book, respectfully demolishes Rabin's main arguments, in part based on their chronological improbability in light of the archeological and paleographic evidence, and in part because of Rabin's selective and forced employment of both early rabbinic and Qumranic sources to make them appear alike. In particular, Baumgarten argues that in emphasizing the similarities between the Qumran yaḥ ad of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Pharisaic ḥ ăbûrâ of early rabbinic sources, Rabin ignores signifi cant diff erences between them:
33 Rabin, Qumran Studies, 21. 34 Rabin, Qumran Studies, 66. In the area of economic organization, there is an almost total lack of correspondence between the ḥ aburah and Qumran. We have nothing in rabbinic sources concerning any registration of property, any supervisor, or any central administration of the ḥ aburah. [. . .] To the communal meals, which were prominent among both the Qumran sect and the Essenes, we have nothing comparable among the Pharisees. Th e ‫מצוה‬ ‫של‬ ‫חבורה‬ (p. 33) were festive meals on special occasions rather than the daily ritual of a separatist community. All in all, it seems quite diffi cult to make out of the ḥ aburah anything more than a society for the strict observance of ritual cleanliness.
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Despite its many useful details of legal analysis, wherein the intersections between Second Temple groups need to be located, Rabin's book stands as a monument to the pitfalls of the historicist preoccupation with the singular identifi cation of groups and their interrelations, often driven by the need to linearly connect the dots (most of which, undoubtedly, are missing) and thereby to retrojectively uncover the origins of later movements.
Jacob Neusner
Jacob Neusner's second book published, in 1963, is Fellowship in Judaism: Th e First Century and Today.
36 Although his overall aim there is to prescribe the model of the ancient ḥ ăbûrâ as a cure for the ailments of modern American Judaism, he asks that his historical reconstruction of the ancient ḥ ăbûrâ be considered on its own merits. 37 For Neusner, the fi rst-century Qumran yaḥ ad and its contemporary Pharisaic ḥ ăbûrâ represent two contrasting models of fellowship community: "revolutionary utopianism" and "social utopianism" respectively. Since his interest (and preference) is clearly with the Pharisaic ḥ ăbûrâ, he treats the Qumran yaḥ ad only secondarily, mainly as a contrastive (and negative) foil. Whereas members of the Qumran yaḥ ad in their zealousness separated entirely from Jewish society, so as to build in the wilderness its own Jewish society, the Pharisees chose to live in religious communes in the midst of their fellow Jews, although separated from them for purposes of meals, within the "common society" of the towns and villages of fi rst-century Palestine. As a result, "they exercised formidable infl uence over the mind of Jewish Palestine." 38 Neusner repeatedly states that the members of the ḥ ăbûrâ join together in order to observe the "details of the Torah" which had been neglected by the rest of the Jewish population (specifi cally, rules of ritual purity and tithing).
39 "Th e purpose of the fellowship from the fi rst was to carry out the obligations incumbent on all men."
40 While all ḥ ăbērîm are Pharisees, not all Pharisees choose to become ḥ ăbērîm. Nevertheless, Neusner repeatedly suggests that the ḥ ăbērîm best represent the goals and ideals of the Pharisaic movement as a whole.
Because of the ḥ ăbûrâ's being "among the people but not of them," its members are torn-whereas the yaḥ ad separatists are not-between two opposing commitments: "to transform and to transcend society, to 'live Utopia' in an 'unredeemed' world."
41 Stated diff erently, the members of the ḥ ăbûrâ wish for all of Israel to be a "kingdom of priests and a holy nation," even as they seek for themselves as individuals to be "as ritually fi t as a priest to perform the sacrifi cial act in the Temple."
42 For this reason, complete separation from the rest of Jewish society, which they sought to transform through their infl uence, was not for the ḥ ăbûrâ an option. Hence, the nature of their social interactions with non-members (the ʿam hā-ārēṣ ), was more complex and ambiguous. 43 Neusner stresses several other contrasts between the ḥ ăbûrâ and the yaḥ ad, largely built on the silence of rabbinic sources: While the yaḥ ad is a totalistic society, in which all aspects (e.g., spiritual qualities and insight) of the individual member are collectively examined, the ḥ ăbûrâ requires of its members deeds alone. 44 Unlike the yaḥ ad, the ḥ ăbûrâ had no interior organizational structure, no leadership positions or governing body, and no internal hierarchy among its members. 45 Finally, in reconstructing three stages in the process of entry into the ḥ ăbûrâ, in parallel to the process of joining the Qumran yaḥ ad, Neusner wishes to stress the fl exibility of this process, its purpose being to draw people in, not to push them away:
Such fl exibility followed from the very purpose of the fellowship: to encourage Jews to fulfi ll neglected religious duties. At each stage, the newcomer reached a level of observance higher than before; if, therefore, he chose to remain only partially affi liated, this did not confl ict with the purpose of the fellowship. 46 After the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 ce, laments Neusner, the ḥ ăbûrâ changed for the worse, abandoning its original purpose of seeking to transform the larger Jewish society, turning instead inward in rigidity of practice and sharpening thereby the lines between "insider" and "outsider." While Neusner's picture of the ḥ ăbûrâ is attractive, we might say romantically and homiletically so, it is painted largely in contrast to the foil of the Qumran yaḥ ad, which receives scant attention in its own right. Under closer scrutiny, however, much of his characterization of the ḥ ăbûrâ is built on what the rabbinic sources (which are our only source of information for the ḥ ăbûrâ) either omit to say or are forced to say. Like Rabin before him, Neusner fi nds things to both like and dislike about the ḥ ăbûrâ, which he separates by means of an imposed chronological progression from an early ideal to a late degeneration.
Aharon Oppenheimer
In contrast to Neusner, who stresses the non-supererogatory nature of the practices of the ḥ ăbērîm, Aharon Oppenheimer, who devoted a chapter to them in the context of his 1977 monograph on Th e ʿAm Ha-aretz, 47 stringencies" and "extreme scrupulousness" 49 with regard to ritual purity and tithing: " [T] he obligations undertaken by the members of the ḥ ăbûrâ did not usually become religious laws that were binding on most Jews, and were never a central concern in the discussion of the sages."
50 Being the elite among the Pharisees, they were at the other end of the Jewish social scale from the ʿam hā-ārēṣ . Like Neusner and the earlier scholars whom we have examined, Oppenheimer assumes that the ḥ ăbûrâ is a Pharisaic and late Second Temple institution, even though none of our rabbinic sources indicate that explicitly, or come from an early stratum of tannaitic literature. He is especially free in using not just tannaitic rabbinic sources, but also those from the later talmuds, to fi ll in the details of the practices of the Pharisaic ḥ ăbērîm. Oppenheimer does not draw the contrast between the ḥ ăbûrâ and the yaḥ ad as sharply as does Neusner, presenting the yaḥ ad as a separate form of the ḥ ăbûrâ from that of the Pharisees:
Some of these ḥ avurot had rules and ways of living that required segregation and even total withdrawal from normative society, as with the Judean Desert sect, while other ḥ avurot continued to live in settled areas and within the community. Th ese latter included ḥ averim, who formed a kind of elite stratum among the Pharisees.
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Oppenheimer sums up the common features of the ḥ ăbûrâ and the yaḥ ad as follows:
A comparison of the conditions for membership makes it clear that, both in the case of the ḥ averim and in the case of the Judean Desert community, there was a public undertaking of the obligations of the ḥ avurah; a period of learning the rules; a trial period and graduated acceptance based on the measure of reliability in the area of purity; and a fi nal stage of acceptance, which allowed the new member access to liquids. Th e central importance of communal meals is noteworthy both with the ḥ averim and with the Judean Desert sect. 52 49 Oppenheimer, "ḥ averim," 334. 50 Oppenheimer, "ḥ averim," 333. 51 Ibid. 52 Oppenheimer, "ḥ averim," 334.
Th eir main diff erences are as follows:
Th e most essential of these diff erences is the way in which the sect broke away from normative Jewish society as well as its ascetic way of life (it is probable that there were no women in the dominant group of the sect, for they are not mentioned in some sources), and its communal ownership of the use of property (according to the majority of scholars). Ḥ ăbērîm, in contrast, remained part of their hometowns and villages, maintained their families and their private property, and participated in local life.
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Like Neusner and Rabin before him, Oppenheimer regrets the changes that occurred to the ḥ ăbûrâ in the years following the destruction of the Second Temple, but he avers that their "ideals . . . continued to exist, as they are found to a certain extent in the world of the sages." 
Moshe Weinfeld
Missing in all of these accounts is a comprehensive and sustained explanation for the similarities and diff erences between the yaḥ ad of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the ḥ ăbûrâ of early rabbinic sources. Were they two branches of what had once been a common trunk? Were they based on common and diff ering interpretations of the same scriptural imperatives that required but resisted actualization? If they occupied the same place in time, were they responses to shared historical circumstances? If contemporaneous, did they exert any infl uence, whether positive or negative, on one another? Alternatively, and more importantly, is there a larger context in which both should be viewed, if immediate chronological proximity and direct fi lial relations between the two are impossible to establish?
One bore resemblances to those of other voluntaristic guilds and societies of the broader Roman world of roughly the same time, suggesting thereby a larger cultural context in which these societies should be viewed, rather than only the inner-Jewish context of scriptural interpretation and intergroup infl uences and rivalries. Weinfeld fi nds many similarities between the organization and rules of the yaḥ ad and those of the Roman groups with which he compares it, and wishes thereby to attribute those similarities to cross-cultural infl uences. However, the other groups cover such a broad chronological and geographical spread that it is diffi cult to know what sorts of contacts would have been responsible, and whether the similarities need necessarily rule out internal, exegetical propellants. 57 In charting the common traits among such groups, Weinfeld includes a column for "Pharisaic, Rabbinic, others," in which he lists similarities between the Qumran sect and the ḥ ăbûrâ. Interestingly, the only points of convergence are with respect to appellation (the use of ‫)רבים‬ for both and partial similarities with respect to admission and expulsion, largely because rabbinic sources are silent on other aspects of the ḥ ăbûrâ's organization. By setting out to fi nd similarities between the yaḥ ad and non-Jewish voluntaristic groups, which are indeed impressive, Weinfeld shortchanges the points of diff erence between them, for example, the central role of ritual purity in the progressive induction of members to both the yaḥ ad and the ḥ ăbûrâ, but absent from the Roman comparanda, a point already made by Lawrence Schiff man. 
Conclusions
While we have not solved the riddles of the identity of either the yaḥ ad or the ḥ ăbûrâ, and even less of their possible relationship to one another, hopefully our partial tour of the history of scholarship on this question has proved revealing in other regards.
Our exercise has highlighted some pitfalls of the comparative enterprise itself. It is one thing to list points of similarity and diff erence. It is quite another to weigh and tally them, as if it were possible to calculate a fi nal score of either more similarity or more diff erence, proclaiming one the victor. Th e conjunction "and" of my title is never innocent of directionality, often privileging one element over the other.
As we have repeatedly seen, in comparing the yaḥ ad to the ḥ ăbûrâ, we are in eff ect in need of understanding how each saw itself in relation to its larger select society, the Dead Sea Scroll "Covenanters" (for want of a better term) for the former, the "sages" for the latter. Was each supererogatory or exemplary with respect to the obligations of its broader society? Our sources are less clear than we would like, but perhaps it is their very ambivalence and uncertainty that constitute their story.
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What precisely are we comparing, the historical yaḥ ad and the historical ḥ ăbûrâ, or their rhetorical constructions according to their respective literary sources, that is, the yaḥ ad of the Rule of the Community and the ḥ ăbûrâ of the Mishnah and Tosefta?
61 If the latter, as is certainly the case in the fi rst order, then the uncovered diff erences between the two societies may be as much about the diff erences in the literary forms and rhetorical functions of those sources than about any historical social formations to which they point. For example, if, as is often noted, the ḥ ăbûrâ lacks, in comparison to the yaḥ ad, internal organizational structures, hierarchy, and leadership roles, does this necessarily mean, as is commonly presumed, that it lacked these, or only that the Mishnah and Tosefta are disinterested in them, focusing, rather, as is their generic predilection, on such liminal matters as entry and expulsion, and the ambiguous nature of social intercourse between "insiders" and "outsiders."
If, as I have indicated, we have no reason to presume that the ḥ ăbûrôt of early rabbinic sources relate to Second Temple times (and most likely not to the period immediately after the destruction of the Temple), then comparisons between the yaḥ ad and the ḥ ăbûrôt are more of morphological than of immediately historical signifi cance for the relation between the two. For example, regardless of any genetic link between them, we might ask of both, what is the connection between concerns for maintaining one's ritual purity and one's membership/ participation in an exclusive social order?
62 Furthermore, if we have no reason to presume that the ḥ ăbûrôt of early rabbinic literature existed in Second Temple times, and we have no evidence for a direct connection between the ḥ ăbûrôt and the Pharisees of Second Temple times (notwithstanding shared concerns for ritual purity), then the question of comparing the yaḥ ad to the Pharisees may be re-opened in its own right (without presuming any direct connec-tion between the two), even if the evidence for the Pharisees is much less direct than that for the yaḥ ad.
To the extent that all history is the history of its historians, then, as we have seen from our survey of the history of scholarship, the exercise of comparing ancient societies is fraught of necessity with our own confessional histories, which we cannot escape but can at least struggle to recognize. Perhaps the greatest value in juxtaposing the study of the Dead Sea Scrolls with that of early rabbinic Judaism-in exposing each to the light of the other-is to enable such intellectual self-recognition in comparative relief. 63 
